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Abstract.

We report on the results of a fresh conceptual approach to unifying Relativity and Quantum Mechanics

(QM). Einstein, Bragg and Feynman thought a different way of thinking or looking may be needed as;

“We can't solve problems using the same kind of thinking we used when we created them.” (Einstein).

But how do we know if we are thinking 'differently' enough?  A recent paper (Heine, Norenzaya 2010)27

identified western viewpoints as 'human centric', similar to pre-Galilean cosmology.  Normal under-

standing of relativity is very much orientated to the 'Lab Frame' as observer reference frame.  A more

holistic view may consider and interpret observation from all inertial and observer frames as potentially

equally valid. This may better reflect the Minkowski(1909)- Einstein11 concept of  “Infinitely many spaces

in relative motion” and Feynman's “sum over paths”.  We address the problem that gave rise to Special

Relativity (SR), which was to explain constancy of 'c' irrespective of the receivers motion, conceptually

exploring the dynamic implications of an inclusive viewpoint. The Lorentz Transformation (LT) gave

us a mathematics for the constancy of 'c', but no mechanism. Through a main methodology of logic we

find arbitrary frames and a new intuitive model for propagation of light using a quantum mechanism.

To find the new viewpoint, we used a different approach from an early stage. The authors have diverse

backgrounds, views and training including in optics, biology, progressive mathematics, philosophy, and

architecture as well as physics.  It is held that, as motion is not a valid concept in geometry, it might not

be completely describable by vector space algebra. Both logic and broad empirical evidence are used to

test a new emergent formalism which we term the Discrete Field Model (DFM) and which proves able,

surprisingly, to use the SR postulates but combined with the mechanism of atomic scattering3 . The DFM

offers a re-interpretation of Einstein’s ‘many spaces,’ and 'space' as mass ‘spatially extended11 to derive

'mutually exclusive' but variable/permeable fields, around mass. Co-variance of 'c' and 'time' emerge at

real physical field limits. Discrete fields only exist where relative motion exists, defined by boundary

zones of particles7,8,12  condensed to ensure co-variance via common wave-particle interaction. Free ion1

plasma is the most effective medium5  for diffractive interaction via atomic scattering.  Some apparently

disparate areas of physics are linked by the model,19 found falsifiable, predictive and symmetrical,

giving simpler and more complete solutions, plus 'Local Reality' without hidden variables. The DFM

gives a 'third way.'  Neither an absolute 'ether' privileged background frame or a zero field, but, concep-



tually, a unified field theory as Einstein sought.11  We find the model has been close to discovery before,

and it is also found closely equivalent to the dynamic natural inclusionality (NI) theory from biology.28-29

We review atomic scattering, the propagation of EM signals in polarisation mode dispersion (PMD),3 by

medium particles.  Visible light only arises from particle scattering, which is a sequential emission

process, triggered by the passage of EM signals in media, including that of a receivers lens.   We test a

hypothesis that motion induces pair production at field boundaries giving ion clouds,4 shocks6 and halos,

10  which, with molecular gas2 and dust, implement the change to wavelength λ in c = f λ to render 'c' co-

variant. The 'virtual electron' clouds in accelerators appear with motion and in the inertial frame of the

particles. Fresnel's index 'n' is non-zero even in a diffuse dielectric, so light changes speed to maintain

'c' locally.  But here understanding comes slowly. There are two changes to speed; once due to 'n', and

once due to the motion 'v' of the new medium. Electrons absorbing photons re-emit them at 'c' in their

(new) frame, which gives Doppler shifts. The cosmic microwave background (CMB)18 rest frame is the

'frame last scattered' sand so is Local not absolute.6,8  We find plasma flux and diffraction may be over

six orders of magnitude greater than the Maxwell-Einstein Weak Field Approximation21 All actual sig-

nals  do 'c', but as observation of sequential scattering only gives apparent speed, it may appear to be  (c

– v) or (c + v) from all other inertial frames as they are arbitrary and invalid for measurement.  We show

an inverted LT curve may be directly derived and re-defined as an accelerators frequency/energy curve.

We find that these infinitely many nested mutually exclusive 'fields within fields'  intuitively harmonise

SR, General Relativity (GR), and the Principle of Equivalence. 'Ether' is not essential for the process of

PMD but it allows field attributes and the CMB rest frame. Wide empirical falsification generates new

solutions to anomalies, including of accelerations and Einstein lensing delays.17 We re-run the 'thought

gedankens' of simultaneity, with intuitive outcomes. Predictions include longer lensing delays and frame

dragging. Three postulates are derived, including:  'A massive body in motion is part of a discrete local

area of space bounded by a plasma shock of n = >1.'   A formula is derived, another for field scale, and

a mathematics30 for its dynamic logic31 are being sought.  We find that Feynman's view, that discovery

“looks wrong until we're used to it” applies, so the model's dynamics may not be immediately perceived.

Good conceptual visualisation skills are needed to gain a clear view of the mechanisms.  We also briefly

consider some broader implications, which are wide and fundamental, including for cosmology.  We are

able to conclude that the Discrete Field Model is logically and empirically consistent, allowing a more

intuitive physics.  Sub-atomic particle physics is beyond our scope but nonetheless the new view allows

identification of a mechanism which seems to allow complete unification of SR and GR with Quantum



Field Theory.
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